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COOKIES NOTICE 
 

 

European laws, including the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) and the e -Privacy 
Directive 2002/58/EC, create obligations for digital publishers such Trevi Therapeutics (hereafter 
“Trevi Therapeutics”, or “the Company”) to give visitors of their sites and apps information about 

how they will use and share their personal data, as well as about the use of cookies, mobile ad IDs, 
and other forms of local storage.  
 
Since the Company is using cookies on its website, clear and mandatory information must be 
mentioned in this Cookies notice, as set out below.  

 

 

 

INFORMATION ABOUT COOKIES 

 

 

1. WHAT ARE COOKIES? 

 
A cookie is a text file, normally consisting of letters and numbers, sent by a web server to a web 
browser and stored by the browser on the user’s device (e.g., computer, telephone, tablet). These 
cookies can be used to identify or to collect information about you.  

 

 

2. WHAT TYPES OF COOKIES ARE THERE? 

 

Cookies can be classified as follows, depending on the owner:  
 

• First-party cookies: They are created, sent to your device and stored by the website you 
are visiting directly. They allow Trevi Therapeutics to collect customer analytics data, 

remember language settings, and carry out other useful functions that help provide a good 
user experience.  

• Third-party cookies: They are created and placed by third parties other than the website 
you are visiting directly. They are not managed by Trevi Therapeutics, but by the third party 

that processes the data obtained from the cookies.  
 
Cookies can also be classified depending on the purpose of their placement. Main categories are:  
 

• Strictly necessary cookies (also called “technical cookies”): they allow you to browse a 
website, a platform or an app, and to use the various options or services on it (e.g., control 
traffic, identify data or session, access to restricted access sections or content, etc.).  

• Functional cookies: they help Trevi Therapeutics to make the website usable by providing 
you some basic features and by remembering your preferences and choices of using Trevi 
Therapeutics’ website (e.g., language, the region from where the service is accessed, etc.). 
Not accepting cookies may cause slow website performance or poorly adapted 
recommendations. 

• Statistics cookies: they allow to Trevi Therapeutics have a better understanding of how you 
interact with the website (e.g., which pages are visited the most) to optimize the functioning 
of the website. 

• Marketing cookies: they enable Trevi Therapeutics to monitor your behavior on the website. 
The aim is to display advertisements that are meaningful and attractive to you and therefore 
more useful to third party publishers and advertisers, as well as to make promotional and 
specific information available to you on the website.  

 

 

Cookies may also be divided into two categories depending on the period for which they are stored: 
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• Session cookies: they allow Trevi Therapeutics to recognize and link your actions during a 
browsing session. When you go to the login page, these temporary cookies will be created 
to determine whether your browser accepts cookies. 

• Persistent cookies: they are placed on your device between sessions. They can be used 
to remember your preferences or actions on Trevi Therapeutics’ website.  

 

 

3. HOW TO USE COOKIES? 

 

Cookies in no way give Trevi Therapeutics access to your device or any information other than the 
data you choose to share with Trevi Therapeutics.  
 
Concretely, these cookies help to improve the functioning of the website of Trevi Therapeutics and 
can be used for several purposes: 
 

• Help you connect to a website; 

• Analyze traffic to a website; 

• Monitor your browsing behavior; 

• Recognize your device; 

• Make the website more efficient.  

 

 

Cookies for trevitherapeutics.com 

 
Cookie Name Type Purpose Cookie  

placed by 

Retention 

period 

AMCV_98CF678254E93B1B0A4C

98A5%40AdobeOrg 

Marketing  /  .trevitherapeutics.com 13 months 

OptanonAlertBoxClosed Functional To enable the website not to 
show the message for consent 

more than once to a user.   

OneTrust 1 year 

OptanonConsent Functional To store information about the 

categories of cookies the site 
uses and whether visitors have 
given or withdrawn consent for 

the use of each category. This 
enables site owners to prevent 
cookies in each category from 

being set in the users browser, 
when consent is not given. 

OneTrust 1 year  

NID Marketing To enable ad delivery or 

retargeting, store user 

preferences 

Google Ads 
Optimization 

6 months 

_GRECAPTCHA Functional Cookie used to provide spam 
protection 

Google reCAPTCHA 6 months 

_ga Analytics Cookie used to count and track 

pageviews 

Google Analytics 13 months 

_gat Analytics To read and filter requests from 

bots 

Google Analytics 1 minute 

_gid Analytics Cookie used to count and track 
pageviews 

Google Analytics 2 days 

eupubconsent Marketing To store information for 
remarketing purposes. 

IAB TCF 1 year 

__cf_bm Functional To read and filter requests from 
bots 

CloudFlare, vimeo 
.investorroom.com 

30 min 

__cfruid Functional Identify trusted website traffic CloudFlare 

.investorroom.com 

Session 

loc Marketing to store location data  Addthis.com 13 months 

na_id Marketing Used to recognize the visitor upon 

re-entry. This allows the website 
to register the visitor’s behaviour 
and facilitate the social sharing 

function. 

Addthis.com 13 months 
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notice_gdpr_prefs Functional Stores cookies preferences. .addthis.com 13 months 

notice_preferences Functional Stores cookies preferences. .addthis.com 13 months 

ouid Marketing To store a unique user ID. Addthis.com 13 Months 

ssc Marketing Share Standard Chartered 
content via social media share 

buttons. Also monitors user 
activity on the site and on other 

AddThis site. 

Addthis.com 13 Months 

sshs Marketing Share Standard Chartered 
content via social media share 

buttons. Also monitors user 
activity on the site and on other 

AddThis site. 

Addthis.com 13 Months 

uid Marketing To store a unique user ID. Addthis.com 13 Months 

uvc Marketing This cookie detects how often 
AddThis, encounters the same 

user. 

Addthis.com 13 months 

xtc Marketing This cookie registers the user’s 

sharing of content via social 
media. 

Addthis.com 1 year 

player Functional Saves your settings before you 

play an embedded Vimeo video 

Vimeo 1 year 

vuid Analytics To store the user's usage history  Vimeo 13 months 

 
Unclassified: 
 

AMCVS_98CF678254E93B1B0A4C98A5%40AdobeOrg 
test 
um 

 

Cookies for ir.trevitherapeutics.com 

 
Cookie Name Type Purpose Cookie  

placed by 

Retention 

period 

__cf_bm Functional To read and filter requests from 

bots 

CloudFlare, 

investorroom.com, 
.ir.trevitherapeutics.
com 

30 min 

__cfruid Functional Identify trusted website traffic CloudFlare, 
investorroom.com 

.ir.trevitherapeutics.
com 

Session 

PHPSESSID Strictly 

necessary 

Used to preserve user session 

state across page requests 

Trevi Therapeutics Session 

__atssc Functional Store an updated page share 

count 

Trevi Therapeutics 13 Months 

__atuvc Functional To store performed actions on 
the website. 

Trevi Therapeutics 13 months 

__atuvs Functional To store performed actions on 
the website. 

Trevi Therapeutics 30 min 

loc Marketing To store location data  Addthis.com 13 months 

na_id Marketing Used to recognize the visitor 
upon re-entry. This allows the 
website to register the visitor’s 

behaviour and facilitate the social 
sharing function 

Addthis.com 13 months 

notice_gdpr_prefs Functional Stores cookies preferences .addthis.com 13 months 

notice_preferences Functional Stores cookies preferences .addthis.com 13 months 

ouid Marketing To store a unique user ID Addthis.com 13 Months 

ssc Marketing Share Standard Chartered 
content via social media share 
buttons. Also monitors user 

activity on the site and on other 
AddThis site 

Addthis.com 13 Months 
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sshs Marketing Share Standard Chartered 
content via social media share 

buttons. Also monitors user 
activity on the site and on other 

AddThis site 

Addthis.com 13 Months 

uid Marketing To store a unique user ID Addthis.com 13 Months 

uvc Marketing This cookie detects how often 
AddThis, encounters the same 

user. 

Addthis.com 13 months 

xtc Marketing This cookie registers the user’s 

sharing of content via social 
media 

Addthis.com 1 year 

NID Marketing To enable ad delivery or 

retargeting, store user 
preferences 

Google Ads 

Optimization 

6 months 

_GRECAPTCHA Functional Cookie used to provide spam 
protection 

Google 
reCAPTCHA 

6 months 

 
 
Unclassified: 

 
_pk_id.67.bf60 

_pk_ses.67.bf60 
_pk_ref.6225.bf60 
_pk_ref.67.bf60 

_pk_id.6225.bf60 
um 

 

Cookies for caring4cough.com 

 
Cookie Name Type Purpose Cookie  

placed by 

Retention 

period 

OptanonAlertBoxClosed Functional To enable the website not to 
show the message for consent 

more than once to a user.   

OneTrust 1 year 

OptanonConsent Functional To store information about the 

categories of cookies the site 
uses and whether visitors have 
given or withdrawn consent for 

the use of each category. This 
enables site owners to prevent 

cookies in each category from 
being set in the users browser, 
when consent is not given. 

OneTrust 1 year 

 

_ga_2593H52R1S Analytics Cookie used to count and track 
pageviews 

.caring4cough.com 13 months 

_ga Analytics Cookie used to count and track 
pageviews 

Google Analytics 13 months 

IDE Marketing To serve targeted 

advertisements that are relevant 
across the web 

DoubleClick 10 months 

DEVICE_INFO Marketing Used to track user’s interactions 
with embedded content 

.youtube.com 6 months 

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE Functional Set by YouTube on pages with 

embedded YouTube video 

YouTube 6 months 

YSC Marketing Set by YouTube on pages with 

embedded YouTube video 

YouTube Session 

 
Unclassified 

 
ar_debug 

 

 

4. HOW TO MANAGE COOKIES? 

 

You are able to accept or decline cookies when you enter Trevi Therapeutics’s website and see 
the cookies notice. Alternatively, you can manage your cookie preferences through your browser 
settings. However, in some cases, some functions of the website may not work.  
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To find out more about cookies, including seeing what cookies have been set and how to manage 
and delete them, visit www.allaboutcookies.org or https://www.aboutcookies.org/. 

 
Find out how to manage cookies on those popular browsers: 
- Google Chrome 
- Mozilla Firefox 

- Internet Explorer 
- Safari 

 
To find information relating to other browsers, visit the browser developer's website. 
To opt out of being tracked by Google Analytics across all websites, visit 
–  http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout. 

 

 

5. WHO PLACED COOKIES? 

 

The information stored through cookies is only used by Trevi Therapeutics, except those identified 
in section II as “Third-party cookies”, which are used and managed by external entities aiming to 

improve Trevi Therapeutics’s services and your experience when browsing on the website. 
 
Trevi Therapeutics collaborates with the following third-parties: 

• Google Analytics 

• OneTrust 

• CloudFlare  

• Addthis 

• Addthis.com 

• Vimeo 

• IAB TCF  
 

Please note that Trevi Therapeutics do not have any control over how the information in these 

cookies is used nor do Trevi Therapeutics have access to it. Please refer to the cookies policies 

of the relevant provider for more information. 

 

6. HOW TO CONTACT US? 

 
For any question regarding this Cookies notice, you may contact Trevi Therapeutics, who, if 
required, will contact its Data Protection Officer ("DPO"), using the information below: 
 
Physical address: 195 Church Street, 16th Floor, New Haven, CT 06510, (203) 304-2499 
Email QAC@trevitherapeutics.com 
DPO: MyData-TRUST SA, Boulevard Initialis 7/3, 7000 Mons, Belgium 

Email: trevi.dpo@mydata-trust.info 
 
 
Last Edited on 2023-03-20 

http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
https://www.aboutcookies.org/
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=en
https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/enhanced-tracking-protection-firefox-desktop?redirectslug=enable-and-disable-cookies-website-preferences&redirectlocale=en-US
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/delete-and-manage-cookies-168dab11-0753-043d-7c16-ede5947fc64d
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT201265
http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout

